
REVIEW UNIT 10, 11, 12 AND 13 

I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from that of the 

others. 

1. A. peace  B. great C. team  D.   deal 

2. A. wrestling  B. athletic C. spectator  D.   competition 

3. A. prepared  B. organized C. impressed  D.   proposed 

4. A. success  B. increase C. precision  D.   cycling 

5. A. title  B. podium C. precision  D.   spirit 

II. Choose the word that has the main stress placed differently from that of the others. 

1. A. mosquito B.  gorilla 

2. A. vulnerable. B.  extinction 

3. A. deforestation B.  exploitation 

4. A. habitat B.  sociable 

5. A. reserve B.  derive 

C. rhinoceros  D.   leopard 

C. endangerment  D.   commercial 

C. biodiversity  D.   urbanization 

C. priority  D.   wildlife 

C. conserve  D.   fertile 

III. Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the 

underlined part, or has a close meaning to the original one. 

1. Offensive players may be called for a foul by pushing off a defender to provide space for a 

_______ or shot. 

A. pass    B. crossbar   C. box   D.   goal 

2. A penalty shot is _______ when a major foul is committed inside the 5-meter line. 

A. prevented  B. awarded   C. committed   D.   ranged 

3. A dry pass, meaning the ball does not _______ the water is thrown a few inches above the head 

of the catching player. 

A. catch    B. hold   C. swim   D.   touch 

4. _______ is a sport in which you move along the surface of the sea or a lake on a long narrow 

board with a sail on it.  

A. Water polo   B. Diving   C. Windsurfing  D.   Scuba diving 

5. Water polo balls _______ with a special texture so it will not slip from the hands of a player. 

A. cover    B. are covered  C. are being covered  D. covered 

6. More and more people __________ of food poisoning nowadays.  

A. exits          B. survive      C. die D.   starve 

7.  The government _________ the flood victims with food, clothes and money.  

A. gave          B. provided       C. offered D.   presented  

8. Many people _________ that natural resources will never be used up.  

A. view          B. consider       C. believe D.   regard 

9. Conservation is the protection of the _________ environment.  

A. nature         B. natural       C. naturally D.   naturalize 

10. There are many ________ of pollution in our modern world  

A. resources      B. sources       C. foundations  D.   bases 

11. Those letters ________ now. You can do the typing later. 

A. need typing      B. needn't be typed  C. need to type    D.   needn't typing 



12. The museum is open to everybody. It ________ between 9am and 5pm. 

A. visits   B. visited    C. can visit        D.   can be visited 

13. The train ________ by bad weather. I am not sure. 

A. might delay     B. might be delaying 

C. might have delayed    D.   might have been delayed 

14. James is _________person in the whole office. 

A. the most lazy and annoying B. more lazy and annoying than 

C. the most annoying and the laziest         D.   the laziest and the most annoying 

15. The more he tried to help her, _________ she seemed to appreciate it. 

A. the lesser                       B.  less and less                        C. the least   D.    the less 

16. The curriculum at the public school is as good _________of any private school. 

A. or better than B.  as or better than that 

17. Nellie Ross of Wyoming was the first woman _________governor in the United States. 

     A.  was elected             B.  who elected                C.  to be elected              D.  to elect as 

18.  A driver’s license can _________from the Licensing Bureau at the corner of Pine Street and 

5
th

 Avenue. 

     A.  obtain                      B. be obtaining                C.  have obtained            D.  be obtained 

19. Since the 1930’s chemical insecticides such as D. D. T_________ very effective in destroying 

disease-carrying insects. 

     A.  proved                     B. was proved                 C.  has proved                 D.  have proved 

20. I shouldn’t _________so much coffee last night. I was wide awake till four in the morning. 

    A.  drink                         B. drank                          C.  be drunk                    D.  have drunk 

IV. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase. 

Sailing or boating may seem to be very interesting with the high level of technical elements 

(1) _____ in the sport. Whether you choose a small (2) _____ or a catamaran, whether you choose 

lake or ocean sailing, there are (3) _____ number of things you need to master before you can start 

enjoying the pure (4) _____ of being on the water. 

Getting the sailing skills which you need to start sailing your own boat is easy if you just sign 

up with a sailing school. You can learn to sail (5) _____ any age. There are no (6) ____. The best 

schools and instructors will teach you all you need to know about sailing in a friendly and 

pleasant manner. As with all sports, sailing will get you into (7) _____ with new friends. There is 

a closeness that develops out at sea, however, (8) _____ not many other sports have. Being on the 

water in any capacity demands a healthy outlook and way of life. Sailing and boating are two 

sports that (9) _____ all our senses to be at their peak. Sailing calls upon physical strength, 

intelligence and intuition. It is one sport that allows you to leave all your daily concerns and (10) 

_____ back on the land and to be off with only your bare self. 

1. A. invented   B. consisted   C. involved   D.   contained 

2. A. fleet    B. submarine  C. ferry   D.   boat 

3. A. a    B. an    C. the    D.   Ø 

4. A. please    B. pleasure   C. pleasant   D.   pleasantly 

5. A. with    B. at    C.in    D.   for 



6. A. investment   B. disappearance  C. discoveries     D.   restrictions 

7. A. allowance   B. pace   C. contact   D.   keeping 

8. A. which    B. that   C. when   D.   whom 

9. A. ask    B. say    C. tell    D.   demand 

10. A. cultures   B. habits   C. traditions   D.   customs 

V. Choose the underlined words that need correcting. 

1. The bus will be leaving on five minutes so you’d better hurry up.  

 A  B  C D 

2. Many teachers have devoted their lives to teaching, therefore teaching is not a well-paid job. 

  A B C D 

3. My parents often take careful of me when I am ill.  

  A B C D 

4. She passed the board exam, who made her parents proud.    

  A B C D 

5. Lack of properly physical exercise cause tiredness and poor health. 

  A B C  D 

VI. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer. 

Reading, as you know, is a continuous and never ending process. If you do very little reading, 

or if you read only material that offers no challenge to your comprehension, your reading will be 

of very little use. Once we reach a certain age, or once our formal schooling is completed, many 

of us become so restricted in our choice of .reading that we rarely read any new type of reading 

experience. We tend to read only books in our professional or business field, or only inspirational 

books, or only our favorite newspapers every morning, or only one magazine for which we have 

developed a preference. And the trouble starts here. You should neither read only for 

entertainment nor only for information but you should also read for intellectual growth, for mental 

stimulation, for enriching your background of knowledge, for wisdom, and for broader outlook 

and mature understanding. What kind of books should you read to continue your intellectual 

growth, to gain a background for opinion and for judgment? The answer is simple one: Read 

books in fields you have little or no acquaintance with, books that will open for you new horizons 

of learning, books that will help you explore new areas of knowledge and experience, books that 

will make the world and people more understandable to you. Sadly, more and more people today 

are giving up the printed word in favor of being entertained and informed by watching TV, a 

popular entertainment, device present at almost homes. More and more children are being 

subjected to TV programming, perhaps as a babysitter. More than two hours of TV time per day 

are now a part of children development, generating physiological and mental problems that are of 

growing concern among experts.  

1. Reading ________. 

A. completely stops when we finish our schooling   C.is of little use 

B. is an endless process     D.   should be done a little 

2. According to the text, ________. 

A. new type of reading experience often interests most of us. 

B. we should only read for entertainment 



C. reading for intellectual growth is necessary 

D.   we should not read for mental stimulation 

3. What kind of books is recommended? 

A. Books in fields you have little or no acquaintance with 

B. Books that will help you explore new areas of knowledge and experience 

C. Books that will open for you new horizons of learning 

D.   All are correct  

4. We can learn from the text that today ________. 

A. people spend more time watching TV than reading books 

B. more and more people enjoy reading 

C. most babysitters prefer watching TV 

D.   most children spend less than 2 hours a day watching TV 

5. The writer ________. 

A. does not approve of reading process  C. prefers watching TV to reading 

B. advises us to read as little as possible D.   appreciates reading 
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